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1 Calibration Tool
1.1 Import/Export TCG Improvement
To Import/Export a TCG, go in the UT Settings under the TCG tab and click on the Import… or Export…
button.

1.1.1 Export a TCG file
Create a TCG by doing a calibration through the Calibration Tool (see UltraVision 3 User Manual for
more information) or by manually entering TCG points in the UT Settings. Once the TCG curve is created,
click Export…

A Save As dialog box opens:
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In the Save as type dropdown menu, two options are available:
-

TCG Curve Files: Which will contain only the TCG points values for the current focal law.
All TCG Curves Files: Which will contain all the TCG points for all the beams

Selecting one or the other will create a .tgc file.

1.1.2 Import a TCG file
To import a previously saved TCG file, go in the UT Settings under the TCG tab and click Import...
An Open dialog box opens:

In the Files of type dropdown box, two options are available; TCG Curve Files and All TCG Curve Files.

2 Inspection
2.1 Save Data
When data acquisition is made in Inspection mode, coming out of this mode automatically opens the
Save Data File dialog. Another way to save a data file while in Setup mode is to select File from the
menu bar, then Save Data and the Save Data File dialog will open.
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3 Data Analysis
3.1 Auto-Overlay Line Style
The automatic overlay is created from the Definition page of the Specimen panel of UltraVision and is
available for plate and pipe-like shapes (i.e. pipe butt weld, plate, etc.). For more information on the
automatic overlay, please refer to Defining Overlays for 2D Views at page 36 of your UltraVision User
Manual.
To modify the colors of your automatic overlay, click Edit Overlay(s)… in the Overlay menu of the menu
bar:

The Edit Overlays page opens:
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For the part of the automatic overlay, it’s possible to assign a color, a width and a style.
As seen in the image above, the selected overlay part is displayed in yellow to let you know which part
you are currently modifying.
Once you’re happy with the result, click OK.

3.2 C-Scan Processing Median Filter
To perform a median filter C-Scan processing, click on C-Scan Processing… from the Processing menu of
the menu bar:
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The C-Scan Processing dialog opens:

On the left-side of the dialog, there’s a list of all available gates for all existing channels.
Select the appropriate gate of the channel to be processed.
On the right-side of the dialog, there’s a list of all the processing type and their associated parameters.
Select Median Filter.
The parameters change to reflect that selection:

In New C-Scan Type, three (3) options are available:
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-

Position data : To create only a processed position C-Scan
Amplitude data : To create only a processed amplitude C-Scan
Position and amplitude data : To create both processed C-Scans

In New Data Name, enter the name of the new created channel.
In the Window section, enter the number of pixels used for the median filter on the Scan and Index axes.
NOTE: In this example, each pixel will be replaced by the median value of a 3 by 3 matrix. This feature, as
well as the smoothing, are useful to get rid of the noise that might appear in you C-Scan, but uses different
algorithm.
The Allow Wrap Around on Circular Data check box used to allow the software to take into consideration
the circular geometry of the specimen; using the end and the beginning of the scan as a continuity.
Once all the parameters are set, click OK.
A process bar appears during the creation of the new C-Scan.
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To display the processed C-Scan, go in the Contents panel by clicking on the appropriate icon or using
the shortcut SHIFT+ENTER.

Under the previously selected channel, a new C-Scan is available named according to what was entered
in the New Data Name box of the C-Scan Processing window.

3.3 Auto-BVM Execution
To set an automatic BVM, you first need to create a Batch Volumetric Merge (BVM) file.
For further information about creating a BVM file, refer to your UltraVision user manual, Chapter 8.7
Setting Up Batch Volumetric Merges, page 56.
When an Auto batch-merge is set, the software will automatically look in the folder of a file, at the
opening, for an automatic volumetric merge file and execute it. It allows the user to save time and apply
the same merge to all files contained in a same folder. As said previously, the merge will only be
executed at the opening of a data file.
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To set an auto batch-merge, click on Set auto batch-merge from the Batch Volumetric Merge submenu
of the Processing menu from the menu bar:

The Open dialog opens, allowing you to select the .bvm file you want to be automatically execute for all
files in a specific directory:

Click Open.
The following message appears: “File was created successfully”
If you go back to your current data file directory, a file named Auto-Volumetric Merge.bvm has been
created. For the auto merge to work properly, the source .bvm file shall not move from its location at the
moment the Auto-Volumetric Merge.bvm was created.
From now on, every time a data file from that directory is opened, the Auto-Volumetric Merge.bvm file
will be executed, unless the file was deleted or the source file’s location as changed.
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3.4 Execute Volumetric Merge on File List
To select and execute a Volumetric Merge (VM) or a Batch Volumetric Merge (BVM) to a series of files,
you first need to create a VM or BVM file.
For further information about creating a VM file, refer to your UltraVision user manual, Chapter 8.5
Exporting Merge Parameters, page 55.
For further information about creating a BVM file, refer to your UltraVision user manual, Chapter 8.7
Setting Up Batch Volumetric Merges, page 56.
Once you have the merge file to be applied on a series of .UVData files, click on Execute on file list…
from the Batch Volumetric Merge submenu of the Processing menu from the menu bar:

The Automatic Volumetric Merge dialog opens:
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To select the data files to be processed, enter a path in Data file path by clicking on the “…” button on
the right.
Once the path is selected, all the .UVData files found in the directory are displayed in the listing area:

Validate that all the files to be processed are displayed.
-

To apply the VM or BVM only to the data files that has no associated .UVExtension (that have
never been modified), check the Exclude files with UVExtension checkbox. <
To apply the VM or BVM to ALL the data files, uncheck the Exclude files with UVExtension
checkbox.

Then, click on Execute Volumetric Merge… or Execute Batch Volumetric Merge… according to the type
of file created previously.
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Once the .vmx or .bvm file is selected, it will be executed on all the data files from the list area and a
checkmark will be displayed as soon as a file is done.
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3.5 Auto-Load UVDisplay
When loading a data file in Ultravision, UltraVision 3 loads the embedded .UVDisplay contained within the
file. This is happening except if the checkbox related to the .UVDisplay is manually unchecked in the file
load dialog:

Once the Extension File checkbox has been checked or unchecked once, the software will remember the
last state of the Check/Uncheck request to load the .UVDisplay content. It will remember the same setting
for subsequent file load operation during the same session of UltraVision 3.
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